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Details of Visit:

Author: The Chef
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 20 Oct 2010 14-00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07798898346

The Premises:

very nice private apartment in Hulme Manchester plenty of parking close bye and safe area for
Manchester
i found it very discreat on approach to the premise and total felt safe not your normal punting sort of
area

The Lady:

Zoe who calls her self Dirty Zoe Preston as she some days works from a flat in preston with a mate
called \jade
Well here we go guys Zoe ia a very leggy Blonde with an hour glass figure and a 34dd ample bust
with a vivacious body and extremely pretty face with a very sexy head of long blonde hair and
beutifull baby blue eyes
Zoe stands at 5/6 at a guess with leggs all the way up to her arm pitts,what a pair of pins she has to
with the attraction of the all over body tan.
She certainly looks like the pornstar experience she advertises
 

The Story:

I called her and right away she put me at ease on the phone with what i can only describe as a very
inviting manour
she gave me good directions to her place and i had no problems finding it
i was greeted by a leggy brunette who i have found out since was jade who does a two girl with her
sometimes but i had not allowed for this so opted to my chosen girl
i was offered a cuppa and a shower but having just showred before leaving home opted out of but
had the cuppa
whilst sipping tea and making it last whilst i undressed Zoe with my eyes getting concious of my
erection within my pants that Zoe noticed and made the comment about we better attend to that
(you bet ithought)
she led me to the bedroom were we undressed each other and then on the bed we lay while plenty
of steamy play and GFE took place with kissing and fondeling
then it was down to the PSE i had gone for in which was including OWO
RO cowgirl and on to mish finish off with a load losing BJ WOW WOW WOW
what an experience to be repeated definately cumming back ZOE
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your one very Hot ass Babe xx The Chef 
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